Resonance transition rubidium laser (5 2 P 1/2 →5 2 S 1/2 ) is demonstrated with a hydrocarbon-free buffer gas. Prior demonstrations of alkali resonance transition lasers have used ethane as either the buffer gas or a buffer gas component to promote rapid fine-structure mixing. However, our experience suggests that the alkali vapor reacts with the ethane producing carbon as one of the reaction products. This degrades long term laser reliability. Our recent experimental results with a "clean" helium-only buffer gas system pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser demonstrate all the advantages of the original alkali laser system, but without the reliability issues associated with the use of ethane. We further report a demonstration of a rubidium laser using a buffer gas consisting of pure 3 He. Using isotopically enriched 3 He gas yields enhanced mixing of the Rb fine-structure levels. This enables efficient lasing at reduced He buffer gas pressure, improved thermal management in high average power Rb lasers and enhanced power scaling potential of such systems.
INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of lasers over four decades ago, solid-state and gas lasers have followed largely separate development paths with gas lasers being based primarily on direct electrical discharge pumping or luminescent chemical reactions, and dielectric solid-state lasers being pumped by flash lamps or semiconductor diode laser arrays. In 2002 researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory demonstrated a new class of laser, combining features from both the gas and solid state laser families, based on diode excitation of atomic alkali vapors. The first experimental demonstration of an optically pumped alkali laser in which Rb vapor in a buffer gas mixture consisting of ~70 Torr of ethane and ~500 Torr of He was lased under pump excitation from a Ti:sapphire laser [1] . Since then, several demonstrations of alkali resonance transition lasers have been reported in the scientific literature using Rb [2] , Cs [3, 4, 5] and K [6] as the gain media. A notable mention is the work done by Zhdanov et al which used extremely linenarrowed diode arrays, ∆λ<10 GHz, and demonstrated a 17W laser with optical-optical efficiencies of 46% in Rb [7] . The concept of an optically pumped alkali resonance laser was proposed by Konefal in 1999 [8] . Konefal's proposal was for a longitudinally pumped alkali metal-molecular gas amplifier and was based on his experimental studies of collisionally induced fine-structure mixing in the presence of a molecular buffer gas such as ethane. Krupke extended Konefal's laser proposal to include diode-pumping by introducing a buffer gas component such as He that would broaden the D 2 transition making it more accommodating of diode pump array linewidths. Because they are compatible with commercially available laser diode pump sources and show promise for power scaling with good output beam quality, diode-pumped alkali lasers (DPAL) are being actively investigated today. Most reported demonstrations done to date have used ethane as the buffer gas or a buffer gas component in the alkali vapor cell. This approach uses ethane to promote rapid fine-structure mixing, a requirement for efficient laser operation, between the terminal pump level ( 2 P 3/2 ) and the initial laser level ( 2 P 1/2 ). One issue with this approach is the chemical reaction that takes place between the alkali and the ethane. Although the deposition of carbon can be a slow process and may not impact experiments over hours of run time, the problem developed in all of our ethane cells eventually, especially higher temperature cells (T>135 o C) as reported by Page et al [2] . Here we report experimental demonstration of the first Rb optical resonance transition lasers using pure He buffer gas. Our experimental results are compared with model predictions and support the use of a clean, hydrocarbon-free Rb-He system for power scaling. Inelastic collisions with buffer gas atoms can provide the population transfer needed to reach inversion. Hence, to facilitate fast transfer of population between the fine-structure levels, a buffer gas is commonly added to the system. Fig 1 shows the Rb energy levels of interest. Ethane possesses a large Rb fine-structure mixing cross section and has been used in most reported demonstrations to effectively mix the upper states. However, one issue with this approach is the chemical reaction that takes place between the alkali and the ethane. The chemical reaction, 6X+C 2 H 6 → 6XH+2C (graphite), where X is the alkali (K, Rb, or Cs) and XH is the corresponding hydride, is thermodynamically favored and has a large negative free energy [9] . In our previous experiments that had used ethane as a component of the buffer gas, we observed that carbonaceous deposits formed at cell surfaces (e.g. windows) that simultaneously saw high intensity pump light and were exposed to alkali vapor and ethane. This negative effect was observed in numerous other reported demonstrations as well, e.g. [7] . Because we are ultimately interested in using end-pump geometries in which high intensity pump light is ducted through a cell via reflections with the side walls of the cell where pump light, ethane and alkali vapor meet together, it is essential that we mitigate this problem for reliable power scaling. While the predicted optical to optical efficiencies of >60% have been demonstrated by workers in the field, confirming the anticipated scalability of alkali lasers, the issue of cell degradation has not been resolved. Helium, a gas commonly used to broaden the alkali transition lines, has been shown to possess some of the desirable properties of ethane but without the highly undesirable reactions. Beach et al calculated that the Rb-He fine-structure mixing cross section is sufficient to permit efficient diode-pumped Rb based systems at He buffer gas pressures of ~10 atm and higher [3] . Obviated is the issue of carbon formation and degradation of the vapor cell that we observed in our previous alkali laser demonstrations that used ethane as a buffer gas component to promote rapid fine-structure mixing.
One potential disadvantage of the pure He buffer gas approach arises from the smaller F-S mixing cross section of Rb-He, known to be orders of magnitude smaller than to that of Rb-ethane. The impact of these differing cross section values means that to achieve equivalent F-S mixing rates, higher pressures are required in the pure He systems than would be required in systems using ethane as a buffer gas component. However, higher He pressures lead to larger thermal aberrations under equivalent heat loads. The refractive index variation with temperature dn/dT in the alkali gain cell is proportional to the He pressure, therefore higher He pressures will give larger thermal aberrations under equivalent heat loads. One approach to lowering the required He pressure in the alkali vapor gain cell is replacing the He buffer gas having a natural isotopic abundance with isotopically enriched 3 He (natural abundance of 3 He: 4 He is approximately 1:740000).
The advantage of using isotopically enriched 3 He stems from its lower mass and therefore higher thermal velocity at a given temperature in comparison with naturally occurring He. The higher thermal velocity associated with 3 He increases the F-S mixing rate, 2 He by approximately 4 / 3 1.15 ≈ , which not only benefits the F-S mixing rate which depends directly on v r , but also improves thermal management in the cell. Since the thermal conductivity κ of a gas to lowest order is proportional to the mean particle velocity, κ of 3 He is larger than that of 4 He by the same factor. Secondly, the F-S mixing cross section itself has a velocity dependence that is expected to give a Rb- 3 He value larger than the Rb- 4 He value at a given cell temperature due to the difference in thermal speeds of the two He isotopes [10] . It can be extrapolated from that velocity dependence that the Rb F-S mixing cross section in 3 He is approximately 1.5 times larger than that of 4 He at our operating temperatures. Together, one can expect a Rb F-S mixing rate about 1.7 times larger for the 3 He system than the 4 He system under same operating conditions.
Laser modeling was conducted following the formalism outlined in Ref [3] and summarized below. The model follows from a master equation approach in the rate equation approximation. Longitudinal averaging is used to simplify calculations without loss of applicability to high gain laser media. In the equations, n 1 represents the population in the ground state (5 2 S 1/2 ), and n 2 and n 3 represent the populations in 5 2 P 1/2 and 5 2 P 3/2 states respectively. Collision induced excitation transfer rate between the fine-structure levels is represented by γ's. Quenching collision transfer rates to the ground state are negligibly small in the case of He buffer gas and need not to be considered in these calculations. The equations that govern the distribution of populations in the laser are
where Γ P and Γ L are the transition rates associated with pump photon absorption and laser photon emission respectively. We do not assume that local thermal equilibrium exists a priori between the 5 2 P 1/2 and the 5 2 P 3/2 levels because of the limited Rb-He fine structure mixing rate and continue to carry the full set of rate equations in our modeling of the alkali system. The appropriate expressions for Γ P and Γ L are
where V L is the volume of the laser mode, η mode is the fraction of the pump light that intercepts the laser mode's crosssectional area and thus contributes to lasing, η del is the fraction of the pump power delivered from the pump excitation source to the input of the laser gain medium, P pump (λ) is the spectrally resolved pump power, R P represents the reflectivity of the pump light on the high reflecting mirror after single passing the laser gain medium, σ D2 (λ) is the spectrally resolved pump absorption cross section, T window is the transmission efficiency through a single cell window. All mixing rates, lifetimes, broadening rates, and cross sections are taken from published scientific literature.
Based on our model predictions, the lack of ethane induced mixing of the Rb fine-structure levels can be sufficiently overcome by a higher density of He. Due to the small spectral linewidth of the pump source used for this demonstration, population inversion between the lasing levels can be attained at He pressures of a few atmospheres. We project that in diode-pumped power scaled systems, optical to optical efficiencies of >70% can be reached with the same hydrocarbon-free approach using conventional diode arrays. The use of atmospheres of He as the buffer gas is compatible with pump linewidths of ~0.5nm, a regime requiring only modest linewidth control with today's conventional 2-d stacks of laser diode array technology. Hydrocarbon-free diode-pumped alkali lasers present a new pathway to high average power with good beam quality and high efficiency.
EXPERIMENT
A schematic diagram for the experimental setup used in this demonstrate of hydrocarbon-free Rb laser is shown in Fig. 2 . The Rb vapor and He gas were contained in a 3 cm long cylindrical ceramic cell with sapphire windows that were AR coated on their external surfaces, but uncoated on their internal surfaces. Rb was introduced into the cell as a pure metal. This was followed by cell evacuation using a laboratory vacuum system and then the introduction of 40 psi of He gas (2.7 atm) at room temperature (~20°C). The cell was placed in a close-fit copper oven with electric heaters that allowed us to maintain the cell temperature to within 1°C and to fix the resulting Rb saturated vapor pressure inside the cell. The entire cell was heated to temperatures up to 170°C, corresponding to a Rb vapor density of 2. The pump source used was a Ti:sapphire laser that produced up to 2.7 W of linearly polarized, near-diffractionlimited CW optical radiation. The Ti:sapphire laser linewidth was ~9 GHz FWHM making the pump laser source narrow compared to the He-broadened D 2 pump absorption feature, which we estimate is ~50 GHz wide based on the known Rb-He collisional broadening rate of 18.1 GHz/amagat [11] . The pump light was coupled into the 40.5 cm long laser cavity via a polarizing beam splitter and traversed the vapor cell twice by reflecting off the highly reflecting end mirror. The end mirror has 0.99 reflectivity at both the pump and lasing wavelengths. The pump beam was aligned parallel to the laser cavity axis and focused to a 220 µm diameter spot size at the center of the cell, resulting in peak pump irradiances of nearly 5 kW/cm 2 . Since the optic axes of the pair of sapphire windows were set at unknown orientations, a half-wave plate was placed in the cavity to partially compensate for the polarization changes caused by birefringence. We estimate that even with the half-wave plate, laser light traversing the cell had a 75% transmission efficiency passing the cube polarizer on its return path. We observed linearly polarized CW laser emission at 795 nm in a TEM 00 beam at cell temperatures in the vicinity of 145°C. Maximum powers of over 130 mW and optical to optical efficiencies close to 7% were measured despite single-pass passive optical losses near 40% in our laser cavity from cube polarizer and window reflections. Presented in Fig. 3 is the theoretical and measured laser output power versus output coupler reflectivity at several Ti:sapphire pump laser powers. The reported pump powers were measured outside the laser cavity and delivered into the laser cavity with an efficiency close to 0.9. Large cavity losses along with the high gains that characterize alkali atoms put the optimal output coupler reflectivity at below 0.2. These high values for optimized output coupling support the use of geometrically unstable resonators for the scaling of diode-pumped alkali lasers to high power with good beam quality. The theoretical curves overlaying the experimental data points were calculated using our laser model. Using experimentally measured values and treating the beam overlap and the Rb-He fine-structure mixing rate as adjustable parameters, we were able to find excellent agreement between our model and laser output data. The model curves were generated using an effective Rb-He fine-structure mixing cross section value of 4.6×10 -17 cm 2 and 24% mode overlap efficiency. Mode overlap is defined as in [3] as the fraction of the pump excited volume in the alkali cell extracted by the circulating laser radiation in the resonator. We attribute the low overlap efficiency to a mismatch between the pump and laser beam waists at the cell center, the pump laser beam waist (1/e-HW) being measured to be 110 µm and the laser mode beam waist estimated to be 75 µm at cell center, and the imperfect collinear overlap of the pump and the laser beams through the length of the 3 cm long cell. We note the Rb-He fine-structure mixing rate that gave the best fit between our model and experimental data is approximately three times larger than that predicted based on cross sections previously reported by Gallagher [10] . Fig. 4 shows a plot of measured laser output power against cell temperature, acquired as the cell temperature was continuously varied between 115 and 160°C. For this data the output coupler had a measured reflectivity of 0.19. The model parameter values used to generate the model overlay of the data in Fig. 4 are the same as those used for the overlay shown in Fig. 3 . 5 is a different plot of the data from Fig. 3 illustrating a feature of the Rb laser using pure He buffer gas. Both our data and the overlaid laser model predict a decrease or roll off in slope efficiency at higher pump powers. This decrease in slope efficiency is caused by the limited mixing rates between the Rb fine-structure energy levels. After a Rb atom is optically excited to 5 2 P 3/2 energy level, it radiatively returns to the 5 2 S 1/2 ground level or transfers its energy via He collision to the 5 2 P 1/2 initial laser level. Under strong pumping, the limited fine-structure mixing rate is Power LW] insufficient in keeping the initial laser level appropriately filled for optimum laser operation, i.e. the initial laser level is essentially starved for population at the higher pump excitation rates resulting in the observed roll off in slope efficiency. For this demonstration of the hydrocarbon-free rubidium laser, we purposely picked operating conditions suitable for the Ti:sapphire pump laser that also present a slight bottleneck in laser performance. Agreement between model and experiment supports our understanding of the underlying physical processes. Note that this saturation behavior is expected to be negligible for power scaled diode pumped systems which operate at significantly higher He pressures. 
